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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
In an Average Year, almost 800,000 Children Go “Missing”
200.000+ are Family Abduction

58,000+ of Non-Family Abductions
While we may never know what happens to most of those 58,000 non family abductions, but
does anyone ever consider what happens to the OTHER VICTIMS?
Author David Wind, in his new novel, Angels In Mourning, has thought about what happens to
the other victims of a child abduction – the parents, the siblings.
In his newly released Mystery Thriller, Angels In Mourning, Wind looks at the long term
ramifications of a single deed carried out over a quarter of a century earlier. What happens to
ALL the victims of child abduction by a pedophile? What happens to the other victims of this
horrendous crime?
When world famous playwright Scotty Granger is murdered in his apartment –an apparent
burglary gone bad – protagonist Gabe Storm must work through all the possibilities of why his
friend was murdered, and by whom.
The ANGELS in the title refer to two distinct groups of people: The financial “Angels” of
Granger’s newest play; and, the lost children, the little “angels” who have been abducted by
pedophiles and predators.
The questions are hard, and the answers even harder. Could Granger’s death be connected to
the kidnapping of his 8 year old sister, 28 years before? Storm knows that Scotty Granger had
never given up the hope of finding his sister, and had even funded an organization devoted to
finding missing children.
Had Scotty Granger found the pedophile who had abducted his sister?
Kelly David of Book Ideas says:
“It takes a lot for a work of fiction to impress me but Angels did just that.
David Wind has much respect for his readers and it shows.”
See the review at www.bookideas.com, or www.angelsinmourning.com

